Southside Legal Publishing – Niche Law Reports
To reflect the needs of an increasingly specialised legal market, Southside Legal Publishing offers the
following niche law reports, with the full text of relevant judgments (High Court and above, plus the
European Court of Human Rights) and head-notes by specialist practitioners.
Extradition Law Reports – NEW SERIES – appeals in the field of extradition law, which has been
one of the busiest areas for the High Court since new extradition legislation came into effect; usually
around 40 cases per year. The editor is John Jones of Doughty Street Chambers. Costs: £250 per
volume (starting in 2005) or for 2008 subscription. ISSN 1756-4271.
Inquest Law Reports – public law challenges to inquests, together with cases setting out the
substantive and procedural obligations arising under Art 2 of the European Convention; there are
usually around 20 cases and over 200 pages each year. The editors are Bridget Dolan and Debra Powell
of 3 Serjeant’s Inn. Costs: £175 for each back volume; £1100 for complete back volumes (2000-2007,
8 volumes); £190 for the 2008 subscription. ISSN 1750-1865.
Mental Health Law Reports – public law challenges and tort actions involving mental health
professionals, plus mental health aspects of criminal law; and the typical volume has grown from 200
to 400 pages of A4. The editor is Kris Gledhill, barrister. Costs: £175 for individual back volumes,
£1200 for the complete back volumes (1999-2007, 9 volumes), and £190 for the 2008 subscription.
ISSN 1750-1873.
Police Law Reports – torts involving police forces, public law challenges to police powers, police
disciplinary and employment matters; usually around 50 cases a year, 400 or so pages of A4. The editor
is Jeremy Johnson of 5 Essex Court. Costs: £300 for each volume or £1800 for the complete back
volumes (2000-2007, 8 volumes); £300 for the current subscription. ISSN 1750-1881.
Prison Law Reports – public law challenges involving the prison service and the Parole Board and
tort actions involving the prison service; each volume has 400 pages of A4; edited by Kris Gledhill.
Costs: £250 for individual years or £1600 for complete back volumes (1999-2007, 9 years, 11
volumes); £250 for the current subscription. ISSN 1750-189X.
Orders to Southside Legal Publishing, 66 Grove Park, London SE5 8LF; e-mail krisgledhill@aol.com
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 Also available: Mental Health Tribunals – Essential Cases, by Kris Gledhill: ISBN 0-9552071-0-X
(978-0-9552071-0-5). Please send .... copies at £30 each.
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